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Key Features: Play as any of the best players in the world, like Lionel Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo, Neymar, Mohamed Salah and many more, using the new control scheme. New Authentic Player Movement with HyperMotion Technology — Use the ball at your feet, in the air and off the ground, with an
unprecedented level of precision, speed and control. Get closer to the ball than ever before by tipping it with the control stick, attacking with a versatile dribbling system or playing with precise timing and off the ball moves. Authentic Fatigue System — Football is a game of knocks and bruises. In FIFA, players
can be injured during any part of the match, as physical exertion will take a toll on them. Now you can experience the true impact of the game: muscles ache and strain. New Player Trajectory Engine — As players run, move and jump during game play, they can be positioned anywhere in the pitch and the level
of physicality can be set to suit players’ abilities at any moment. Incredible New Motion Instincts — Attacking instincts are guided by motions and resulting actions: from careful evasive movements, to precise one-touch passes. Tackle Instincts — Interact with opponents in different ways. From shifting to
scramble defence, to establishing and taking advantage of space, you can play your way out of and then into a tackle. With just the right flick of the stick, a tackle becomes one of skill or power. New Attacking Option — Fake the keeper out with a precise, under-hit pass to a team-mate. Then, as he runs into
space, dribble past the defence and shoot at goal with a low shot for a simple finish. New Passing Styles — There are four variations to the new, authentic passing system. Freeze, Stab and Switch control schemes are new to FIFA, while Rally Passing sees you controlling the ball with both hands, pass it on and
then continue running. Stress Impact Responsive Gameplay — Now the pitch reacts to the physicality of players’ movements. Start a game with your physiques and stamina set to maximum and find the skill and timing levels on the pitch are heightened — but find yourself struggling to finish matches. Then,
gradually, the increased physicality starts to wear players down and influence their decisions. Significant Improvements to Player Movement & Dynamic AI — Enhanced attributes and improvements to
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Features Key:

New CPU-powered gameplay engine that allows enhanced player movement and AI to create the most natural football experience ever. The engine has been rebuilt using a new world-class formula for handling ball physics and can now adapt to more match scenarios and conditions, all while retaining
the responsiveness and unpredictable nature of real-life football.
Full 3D stadiums with fully interactive elements including changing kit, advertising hoarding, crowd atmosphere and location-specific atmosphere.
Major overhaul to visual presentation, in-game photography and graphics.
The FIFA 20 Tournament is back. Test yourself in this new redesigned knockout tournament mode. Play as a player or manager to set up your team with a distinctive new roster and create the ultimate winning squad.
New features:

FIFA 22 introduces the brand new ‘HyperMotion Technology,’ which uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits.
The new ‘Ribbon FX’ allows for a more precise control of which areas of the kit will change colors – the new-look Nike Ribbons have more customisation features such as the “Stripes” graphics, and a much more flexible front TPU. Even the match ball has been reimagined for an improved feel.
Extra camera angles with premium play-by-play commentary have been added and allow for more in-depth analysis of goals and tries than ever before.
Throw-ins now behave more realistically, providing an added challenge in close contests.
Virtual coins can be saved to your results screen, enabling players to spend them during replays to earn rewards.
The RealFactor 2 weather system determines surface conditions while in-match, with players adapting to any changes and changing clothes accordingly.
The Kinect Motion Tracking camera can be used to view your opponents' playing styles in the new Create a Pro Mode
The ‘Tackle Cam’ shows a three-dimensional view of foot-to-ball contact, from attacker to defender and attacker to attacker, helping you to see dangerous tackles.
Visual rewards include bone-bending player models 
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EA SPORTS FIFA offers the deepest and most complete football experience. From innovations in shooting mechanics to new defensive tactics, every element of gameplay is hand-crafted for authenticity. These innovations make FIFA the most realistic and fun video game football experience on
the market. Be part of the community! FIFA 14 Online Edition is a free update that lets you play football online with thousands of other people, anytime, anywhere, with friends and enemies. Play solo, create a club, play in tournaments, and earn in-game rewards while participating in weekly cup
and other challenges. Real Player Motion Capture The all-new player motion capture technology in FIFA 14 was created with leading-edge technology and the largest data set ever captured. The result is an ultra-realistic and authentic experience, where players are controlled by real-life athletes
who bring the emotion of the game home. Improved Control Whether dribbling, shooting, passing or setting up the attack, winning the ball back is as much a part of a real-life game as it is in FIFA. This new generation of player control, the new player movement animations and the new physics
engine ensure players will control the ball with a new level of control. New Attacking Roles Playmaker: a quarterback in the hole and king of the midfield. Clever, passing player who can make things happen with the ball. Worker: a hard-working running defender in possession. Positioned in
midfield, the Worker excels at putting a pressure on the opposition’s playmaker, making tackles and intercepting possession. Bomber: an all-action center-back. With his pace, physicality and aerial ability, he’s the speed, aggression, directness and power of a striker in defence. Sweeper: a
defensive midfielder who excels at heading, defending and dishing to his strikers. Can play in either central or deep positions. In-game Strategy From tactical challenges to weekly cup and league challenges, there are new ways to win: in-game strategy cards from the manager, use of the Player
Impact Engine to customize player roles, weekly tasks based on club progress, Draft and Free-Form modes, and tournament play modes, including new Kick-Off, Quick-Kick and Breakaway modes for deep passing, heading and flying skills. Manager: Manage your squad, tactical challenges,
manage game events and bc9d6d6daa
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Earn packs and start building your Ultimate Team with more than 700 players from around the world. Packed with new features, make trades, head-to-head matches, friendly battles, and set up your line-ups for FIFA Ultimate Team, the most authentic football experience in the world.
GAMETRACKER Match Tracker – Follow every ball of every match in the FUT Champions League, UEFA Super Cup, International Champions Cup, FUT Leagues, or FUT International Friendlies for a complete picture of your journey as a player and manager. UEFA EURO 2016 – A FIFA World Cup™
legacy event, FIFA EURO 2016 brings together the world’s best soccer nations and players as they battle for soccer supremacy. Choose from 32 of the world’s best teams and compete for 20 knockout matches across six different tournament games. MLS New Player Path – The MLS Player Path is
back and better than ever. Take charge of your career, and follow the footsteps of your favourite MLS stars as you progress through the 2018 season. YOURS New Career Mode – The New Career Mode lets you manage your team from the boot up. Coach and scout your way from the bottom to
the top, allowing you to experience the joy of running an MLS side from the front-office. FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM PS4 Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald The Wizarding World of Harry Potter heads to Paris and New York. Journey there to get up-close with some of
your favourite characters and witness the epic adventure as Dumbledore, Newt Scamander, Jacob Kowalski, Credence Barebone and many more arrive to forge new friendships and solve some of the most dangerous mysteries the Wizarding World has ever seen. EA SPORTS FIFA 18 The FIFA
franchise is back and better than ever on PlayStation 4. Available for PlayStation Plus members starting November 11, FIFA 18 comes with all-new, immersive modes including Career, My Player, and Ultimate Team. Career – Expand your career as you progress through the ranks, compete in over
350 club and country matches, and compete against your friends to climb the leaderboards and unlock the ultimate rewards. My Player – Customise your favourite players, and then take them online to play in all kinds of different game modes to build your Ultimate Team. Ultimate Team – Build
your Ultimate Team from

What's new:

Move, dribble and shoot with new foot controls in a new setup customised to the way you play football.
Create your very own Premier League. Make your team and run your own proud club.
Make soccer history with the all-new Blumenblau goalkeeper.
Access new player ratings, new player cards, new game modes and new stadiums.
Relive the best goals and moments from World Cups, Confederations Cups and the early days of the game.
Test your skills against real footballers in Live, Online and Showcases
Impress a crowd of passionate fans with manager and player celebrations, then celebrate yourself with new club mascots.
Dominate the Premier League as the all-new leaderboard-based public vote feature rewards winning with the most popular player cards.
Earn trophies to honour achievements, create stylish personalised kits and wear your favourite kit from any of the most prestigious leagues and clubs around the world.
Welcome the all-new UEFA Plus - your own database of fixtures, results, new leagues, team kits, logos and much more so you can enjoy the big leagues and tournaments of the world
wherever you are.
Pick the perfect player by using our best-in-class new card scanner in more fields of play, and in more positions on the pitch than ever before.
FIFA 22 brings you the all-new and advanced Player Intelligence feature with more accurate and reliable match stats.
Reinforce your tactics with new trainer features such as defensive zones, curling options and more.
A brand new scoring system underpins the new Tactical Defending feature.
Defy gravity with a brand new high-flying move, perform controlled collisions and feel the advantage of being airborne in all of your many footballing fantasies.
FIFA 22 continues to deliver on its unique and authentic physics engine.
FIFA 22 delivers PC, Xbox One and PS4 and is available worldwide on digital platforms from today.
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The world’s premier sports video game franchise. FIFA 17 is the best-selling sports video game of all time, with over 330 million copies sold. Introducing the all-new FIFA Journey feature.
FIFA Journey is a relatable, interactive story of a young career footballer, with Player Impact and Career Challenges at every turn. New Player Career Mode. FIFA 17 follows the story of
your young, talented footballer, which is tailored to your unique player profile and goals. You will play, train, and develop at the very highest level, with player strengths and weaknesses
reflected in the game world. Player Impact is a brand new concept that affects the entire game. Your teammates, opponents, and the entire game become more unpredictable and
authentic. New offline Seasons and Compete modes are also available. Kicker Controls. Experience all the main actions directly from the goal with the authentic Kick and Throw Controls.
Discover the game faster as you practice all the moves, following your instincts instead of the computer. The freedom of manual control has a positive impact on your gameplay, especially
in team and free kick situations. New Teammate Interactions. Tactics and team chemistry are everything in FIFA. The new Cover System and Cover2 allows for greater positional
awareness, and creates an exciting, dynamic environment in every game. The deliberate tactical adjustment to set up winning situations is all-new to FIFA. 20+ New Player International
Caps and 25+ New Player International Teams. The best-selling player roster in video game history has more than 11,000 international player names. New player kits, icons, and player
sounds represent international dress, club, and stadium environments. New Commentary. The most highly-acclaimed commentary team in sports video games returns. A new script
delivers more humor and emotion, while retaining the signature excitement and humor that have been hallmarks of the FIFA series. New EA SPORTS Academy. When you dream it, you can
do it. Commit to your passion and learn the game. With 10-plus academies around the world, you will be guided by a professional soccer coach. Play Your Way. The game and its true-to-
life environment provide infinite gameplay opportunities. You choose from the most authentic football experience to date. Footbraking. Curve, power, and angle are key when dribbling
and passing in the game world. Footbrake Controls™ makes it easier to master. Free Kick Control. Experience high-level free kicks directly from the
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System requirements:

Windows <=8 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 10
Minimum 3.0 GHz CPU
Minimum 1024 MB of RAM (for an optimal experience, 1 GB is recommended)

System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, Intel Core i3, Intel Core i5, Intel Core i7, AMD Phenom II X2, AMD Athlon X2 Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: 2
GB Nvidia Geforce GTX 260, 2 GB ATI Radeon HD 3470, 1 GB Nvidia Geforce GTX 460, 1 GB ATI Radeon HD 4850 DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 8
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